Introduction. This paper has its origin in an analysis of K. Oka's solution of the Levi problem for unramified domains over C [11] . It consists of two parts. The first part contains a new proof of the following theorem [9] . Theorem 1. Let X be a complex space and p a continuous strongly pseudoconvex function on X such that for any a > 0 the set {xeX |p(x)<a} is relatively compact in X. Then X is a Stein space.
The proof given here is based on a refined version of the Heftungslemma of Oka [11] which we give in §2, and avoids the consideration of completely continuous mappings between Frechet spaces [4] . It also avoids a detour through the following result, which was required in the older proof.
A holomorph-convex K-complete, space is a Stein space.
In the second part, we consider the question of the extent to which the assumption of strong convexity can be dropped. Theorem 1 becomes false if we merely drop the assumption of strong convexity as shown by an example of H. Grauert (see [10a] where this example is given). In this direction we prove.
Theorem 2. On a K-complete space, any relatively compact open set which is pseudoconvex with a globally defined boundary is a Stein space.
We next turn to Stein spaces and prove (Theorem 4, Corollary 1) that on a Stein space with isolated singularities, an open set which is locally a Stein space is also globally a Stein space.
This we obtain as a special case of a theorem on Stein spaces whose singularities are not necessarily isolated. The particular case when X has no singularities has already been treated by Docquier-Grauert. We have used in the proof the following result (Theorem 5).
1. Preliminaries. All complex spaces considered are supposed countable at infinity.
Let X be a complex space. We say X is holomorph-convex if for any infinite discrete set EczX, there is a holomorphic function / on X for which/(£) is unbounded. A holomorph-convex space X for which the following two properties hold is called a Stein space: (i) if x i= y are points of X, there is a holomorphic function/ on X with f(x)=£f(y); (ii) for any xeX, there exist fy,---,fk holomorphic on X which map a neighborhood of x isomorphically onto an analytic set in an open set in C*.
A complex space X is called K-complete if for every x0eX there is a holomorphic map / of X into Cp, p = p(x0), such that x0 is an isolated point of rye*«)-It is known [Grauert, Math. Ann. 129 (1955) , ] that a pure dimensional space X of dimension n is JC-complete if and only if X can be realised as a ramified domain over C, but we will not require this theorem.
We refer to [9, § §1, 2] for the definition and elementary properties of Runge domains on Stein spaces and pseudoconvex and strongly pseudoconvex functions on complex spaces (called there convex and strongly convex functions respectively). We will use frequently the following result without explicit mention (see [15] ). We remark that the proof of (1.2) was based on an argument, which gives the following result without any change whatsoever. (1. 3) Let X be a Stein space and K a compact subset of X. Let K be the set {xeX | |/(x)| g supj,,K \f(y)| for all f holomorphic on X}. Let x0e K-K.
Let U be a neighborhood of x0 in X and f(x, t) a continuous function for x e U, 0 ^ t ^ 1 which is holomorphic in V for any t. Set a, = {x e U |/(x, t) = 0}, C = Uostgi af Suppose that there exists a neighborhood V of K such that C O F is closed in V while K(~\C = 0 and x0 e a0. Then there exist arbitrarily small t > 0 such that fffn £=¡¿0 (1) .
From this result we deduce the following one. Proof of (1.4). Let K be a compact subset of D and K its envelope in X (i.e., the set of xeX where |/(x)| ^ sup^^/iy)! for all/ holomorphic on X). We assert that KC\C = 0. Suppose that, on the contrary, Cx-KC\C ^0 and let s -supxeCl\mg(x).
Put f(x,t) = g(x) -is -it in U, Ogf^l, ot = {xeU \f(x, t) = 0}. Then o, c C, so that [_J<rr is a closed subset of C (hence of X) which does not meet K<=D. Moreover, atC\ K=0for t > 0. Hence, by (1.3), we have <r0 n K -0 which is false.
Thus KC\ dD = 0. Since every connected component of K meets K [8, p. 919], it follows that K<= D. q.e.d.
We will need the following result (see proof of statement (2) on p. 334 in Grauert [5] ).
(1.5) Let p be a CM strongly pseudoconvex function in an open set G cC", KcG a compact set. Then there exist numbers r, b > 0 such that, for zeK, the ball 77 of radius 2r about z lies in G, while there exists in 77 a holomorphic function / such that {x e 771 Re f(x) = 0} n {y e G | p(y) ^ P(z)} = {z} and, if x e 77 satisfies Re f(x) = 0, | x -z | = r, then we have p(x) ^ p(z) + b.
We may suppose also that Re f(y) < 0' if p(y)<p(z).
2. "Heftungslemmata."
(2.1) First Heftungslemma. Let X be a complex space, let ht,---,hk be holomorphic functions on X and g a holomorphic function on X which is nowhere zero. We consider the sets:
Y={xeX| \h¡(x)\ <1 for 1 ^ i ^ k} and, for every b > 0, 0) Essentially (1.3) is proved by G. Stolzenberg [16] for compact sets in C. Stolzenberg also remarked that the proof of (1.3) becomes much simpler if f(x, t) is supposed, in addition, to be analytic in x and t. This case is sufficient for the results that we need in this paper. Then for every holomorphic function f on Y3(ó) there exist holomorphic functions f y on Yy(ô) and f2 on Y2(S) such that on Y3(d) we have:
f=fx-hProof. Consider the map <¡>:X -*Ck+i given by x^(g(x),hx(x),--,hk(x)).
Consider the polyhedron in C*+l = C x Ck: P = {(z,w)eCxC"\ e's< \z\ <«', |w| < 1}.
Then <j> maps Y3(ô) on a subset A of P. By conditions (i), (ii) the map <j>\y3{i) is proper. Hence A is an analytic subset of P isomorphic to Y3 (6) . The function / defines therefore a holomorphic function / on A. Since P is a product of k + 1 open sets in the complex plane, it is a domain of holomorphy. Therefore we can find a holomorphic function F on P such that F \A =/.
Let (z,w)eP. Then for every 0 < z < z(z,w) (sufficiently small) we can write
The first of these integrals defines a holomorphic function Fy(z,w,s) on the set | z | < eÄ-e, || w f < 1 -e. If z' < e" the corresponding functions Fy(z,w,£') and Fy(z,w,z") coincide in the common region of definition. Therefore we obtain a holomorphic function Fy(z,w) defined on the set Pt = {(z,w)eCxCk\ \z\<e\ ||w| < 1}.
Analogously from the second of the above integrals, we obtain a holomorphic function F2(z,w) on the set This is our version of the central idea of Oka [11] . The essential point is to replace the assumption that g,h¡ are globally defined in Lemma 1 above by more geometric conditions.
Let g be a continuous function nowhere zero on the complex space X. We suppose that g is holomorphic in the set X3(<5) = {xeX| e-Ä<|g(x)|<É>+,} for some b > 0. For any p <b, we set
We suppose that and similarly, replacing Xx(b) by X2(¿) and {\g\ < e+p} by {|g| > e~p}, we define the set Y2(e,p). Clearly, because of (ii), Y¡(e,p) is an open set for j = 1,2. Set Y3(e,p)= Yx(e,p) nY2(e,p) and Y(e) = Yx(e,p)\JY2(e,p). We suppose now that (iii) for some p0, 0<po<b, the set Y3(0,po) is relatively compact in X and the functions g,hx,-,hk separate points and give local coordinates on it.
Lemma 2. Under the assumptions (i), (ii), (iii) made above, if f is a holomorphic function in X3(b), then for any p < p0, and 0 < e < e0, there exist holomorphic functions fr in YT(e,p) (r = 1,2) such that /i-/2=/ i» Y3(e,p).
Moreover, for any compact sets Krc Yr(e,p) (r= 1,2), there exist constants M, > 0, independent off such that ||/,«K, = Mr|/||y3(e,p).
Proof. Let <¡> :X3(ö)->Ck+1 be defined by </>(x) = (g(x),hx(x),--,hk(x)). Because of (in), <t> maps y3(0,p0) isomorphically onto an analytic set A of the polyhedron P0iP0, where, for 0 ^ £ < £0, 0 < p g¡ <5, we set Pe,p = {(z,w)eCk+1|e-"<|z|<ep, |wv|<l-£ for 1 ^ v z% k}.
By assumption (iii), the set Y3(z,p), p ^ p0, is relatively compact in X3 ( Since Xj + ^j is holomorphic on Yj(e',p') for any (C,rç)er;, we see that the first integral defines a holomorphic function /j1} on Y/e'.p')-Moreover, if \j/'j -JYtojl'dÇdn, i¡/¡ is holomorphic on X3(<5) and
\ we may suppose, by suitable choice of ß, that 9' < \. Now, we have, for x e Y3(e',p'),
I/(1)|U,"", Û B\\f\\r3it,P), 9 = 29'<l.
We now proceed with/(1) as we did with/to construct £(1) on Pep such that £<1>o«^=/(1> on Y3(e,p), while ¡Fw\\P^p, = M ||/ (1) 
fj is holomorphic in Yj(z',p'). For any compact set Kjcz Yj(z',p'), we have \\fi Ik = 8°P*,k + h\-(M6/(l-e)) \\flnu.p) = MJ \\f\\r3l.,P, say. This completes the proof of Lemma 2. (2.3) Third Heftungslemma. Let X be a complex space and g a holomorphic function on X which is nowhere zero. For any Ö > 0 we define Since U nX¡(co0) czcz X¡(00) there exists a C00 strongly pseudoconvex function p¡ on U nXi(cS0), 1/2 < c < 1. Consider the function q1 = \g\-1-e-«>>2 + epi on the set U nXx(cö0). Since g'1 is holomorphic on X, qx is a C* strongly pseudoconvex function for every £ > 0. If s is sufficiently small, the set Wy = {x e U n Xy(cô0) | qt(x) > 0}
contains the set Yr\Xy(S0/3), since on this set |^|-i _ e-so/2> e-s0i3_e-50i2 and yni^cci/nx^o/D.
Moreover on the boundary of Wy O Y in y, g^ is defined and equal to zero, since, if a is sufficiently small, gx is negative on the set {xe.X| \g\ = e{c~e)ia}r\U. Consider for any constant X>0 the function 4>x on y defined by <l>i(x) -(0 for X6y_(^iny).
This is a C°° function on Y which is pseudoconvex and also strongly pseudoconvex on YnXy(50/3), if X > 2 sup{çj(x), xe YnXy(ö0/3)}.
Using the functions g,p2 instead of g'1 ,Pi we construct similarly a C°° function <j)2(x) on Y which is pseudoconvex and also strongly pseudoconvex on YOX2((50/3). Then the function <px + </>2 is C °° and strongly pseudoconvex on Y.
3. Levi problem. The object of this section is a proof of the following theorem [9]. Theorem 1. Let X be a complex space and p a continuous strongly pseudoconvex function on X such that for any ct > 0 the set Xx = {x e X | p(x) < a} is relatively compact in X. Then X is a Stein space.
Because of [9, Lemma 5], we may suppose that p is locally the maximum of finitely many C °° strongly pseudoconvex functions. We assume this in what follows. The proof then consists of two parts.
(3.1) If X" is a Stein space for some a, then there is a' > a such that Xx. is a Stein space.
(3.2) 7/av< a, a"-»aas v-» oo and X"v is a Stein space for each v, then X" is also a Stein space.
For the proof of (3.1) we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let X be a complex space and p a function with the properties given above. Suppose in addition there is a continuous complex-valued function f on X such that for some p > 0 the sets X,(p) = {xeX| Re/<+p}, X2(p) = {xeX| Re/>-p} are Stein spaces, while f is holomorphic in X3(p) = Xx(p)C\X2(p). Then X itself is a Stein space.
Proof. For any a > 0, consider the set {x e X | p(x) < a} = X".
It follows from (1.5) that there exists ß > or such that for any x0 e dXa there is an analytic set AXo in Xß and a holomorphic function fXo in a neighborhood U^ of AXo in Xß satisfying the conditions Axo ní,= {x"}, Axo = {x e UX01 /X0(x) = 0}.
For 0 < b ^ p, let £2/<5) = X/¿) (~\Xß, and let fij = £2/p) nX". Since £23(p)
is Stein, there is, for x0 in £23(cp) ndXx, l/3<c< 1/2, a meromorphic function i¡/xo in £23(p), holomorphic in £23(p) -AXo, for which \¡/Xo -i/fxo is holomorphic in Uxor\il3(p). Now, \¡/Xo is bounded on the set £2$ n {x eX3(p)\ \ef\ =e±p/2} and on any compact subset of £2$, while |^Xo(x)|-> co as x-*x0,xeXa. It fol-lows that given any compact subset K of Xx, we can construct finitely many holomorphic functions hx,---,hk on Q3 having the following properties. Put g = ef in X3(p). Then (a) There is an e0 > 0 such that | n,.(x) | < 1 -£0 for x e n3 n {y e X3(o) \ \ g(y) | = e±pl2 }.
(b) If 0 ^ £ < £0, the set
is relatively compact in X and the functions hx,---,hk separate points and give local coordinates on it.
We can apply now the second Heftungslemma to the space Xx since by (1.2) and (1. We assert now that for any y > 0, the set Xy is Stein. To prove this, let a > y be so chosen that for any x0 e 8Xy, there exists an analytic set Bxo in Xx, a neighborhood Uxo of BXQ in Xx and a holomorphic function gXo in Uxo such that BXonXy = {x0} and Bxo = {xe Uxo\gXo(x) = 0}. Let \¡/j be meromorphic in H" and such that \¡i¡ is holomorphic in Q* -Bxo, ty¡ -1 /gXo is holomorphic in UXo HÍ2"; finally let n = \¡ix -i¡/2 in Q3. Clearly H is holomorphic in Q?.
We now place ourselves in the situation of the Heftungslemma in such a way that y(fi) => Xy and find functions h¡ in Fífb) n y(fi) with hx -h2 = h. Then the function i/^ in T(e) defined to be i//j -hj in y(fi) n i2/(5) is meromorphic in y(fi), holomorphic in y(fi) -Bxo, and i/' -l/g.ï0 is holomorphic in Uxn n y(¿).
Clearly the restriction of i¡/ to Xy is a holomorphic function and | \j/(x) \ -» co as x -> x0. Since x0 e 3Xy is arbitrary, Xy ¿s holomorph-convex. Let Xj ^ x2 be two points of Xy and suppose first that both are points of il\. Let 4> be holomorphic in £l\ and $(xx) j= 4>(x2). Take C1 = {x1}u{x2} and let C c fi'j be as in (*) above. Let $' be holomorphic in Q2 and, with « = <j) -<t>', let || h \\c< £ (such a </>' exists since Q3 is Runge in Q2). As above, there are holomorphic functions h¡ on Y(z) dQ" with |n1|C|<Mfi, hx -h2 = h in y(fi) nß3(a). The function \j/ defined to be </> -/i! in T(e) r\Çlx(ô), (h' -h2 in y(s) r\Q2(ô) is holomorphic in y(fi) (=>Xy) and || i/í -<j> ||Cl < Me. Since e > 0 is arbitrary, we can choose it such that i¡/(xx) ^ t¡/(x2). In the case XyeQ", x2eQ2, we take Ct = {xy}, C2 = {x2} and the compact set Ccfi' as in (*) above. We then find a holomorphic function tpj in QJsuch that 14>x(xy) -<¡>2(x2) \ 1 and such that || (¡>x -<p2 ||c < e. Then, as above, we can find a holomorphic functioni/ron Y(e)suchthat || iKxj)-^/xj) j| < Me.Clearlyife < \/M,\¡i(xx) # ijj(x2). A similar argument applies when xt,x2 e £2". Thus we conclude that holomorphic functions separate points of Xy.
The proof that holomorphic functions on Xy give local coordinates at each point is similar and so is omitted.
This completes the proof that Xy is a Stein space for any y > 0. By (1.1) and (1.2), we conclude that X is a Stein space, which proves Lemma 4. We now go to the proof of (3.1).
Let a be such that Xx is a Stein space. Now, by (1.5), there is ß > a such that if p(x0) = a, there exists a Stein neighborhood Uxo and a holomorphic function <¡> in Uxn such that (i) B = {xe UXo\Re<j>(x) = 0} is closed in Xß;
(ii) B n Yx = {x0} where Yx = {xeX\p(x) ^ a}. We may further suppose that if xeUxor>Yx, then Re^(x)^0.
Let now ß', a <ß' < ß be fixed. We now find points x0,---,xpe{xeX|p(x) = a} and corresponding sets FCv, Fdv as above (the corresponding functions being <¡)v) such that the Fdv form a covering of {xeX|p(x) = a}. We find C,G0 function /" with compact support contained in Vdv r\Xß,, such that p ± I is strongly convex in Xß,, I being any finite sum of the /v, while Ep=0/,,(x)>0
for any x with p(x) = a. Consider the space Dq = {x e X | p(x) < a + /0(x) + -+ lq(x)}, q = -l,--,p.
Suppose that Dq is a Stein space. We assert that then Dq+X is also a Stein space. To prove this we proceed as follows. We define the function /4+1 in Dq+X in the following way: Re/4+1(x) = cq+x for x in Dq+X-C/x. + 1, Re/4+i(x) = max(c9+1,Re</>i+1(x)) for xeUXq + t, while Im/8+1 is any continuous extension to Dq+X of the restriction of lm$i+1 to Dq+X n F,n + 1. Then fq+x is holomorphic on the set {xeDq+x \ cq+x < Re/4+1 < d4+1}. Now, since Dq is a Stein space the set {x eDq+X \ Refq+X < dq+x} = {xeDq\ Re fq+1 < dq+x} is a Stein space (by (1.4) ) while, since VXq^l is a Stein space, the set {xeDq+i | Refq+1>cq+i} = {xeUXn+1\Refq+x > cq+x} is a Stein space (again by (1.4) ). Moreover, in Dq+X, there is a strongly pseudoconvex function P with {xe7)4+11 P(x) < r} c cD4+1 for any r>0 (in fact, we may take P(x) = (a -p(x) + Z0(x) + ••• + Z,+i(x))_1). Hence, by Lemma 4, D+i is Stein.
Since by supposition, 7)_, = Xa is Stein, it follows that Dp is Stein. Since Dp is a neighborhood of Yx, we may choose a' > a so that Xa. <= Dp. Then, by (1.2), Xa., is Stein. This completes the proof of (3.1).
Proof of (3.2) . This is a simple consequence of the Runge theorem (1.2) and (1.1).
Proof of Theorem 1. Let £ be the set of real or for which Xx is Stein (£ is nonempty since it contains all or for which X" = 0). Clearly, if or e E and y < a, then yeE. By Hence any connected component of 4i~l{Vy) meeting K (or K') is contained in (Jt/,, and since the \J¡ are disjoint, in one of them. Since each \J ¡ is contained in some W", Lemma 6 is proved.
Proof of Lemma 5. We may suppose that there is a holomorphic map <f>;X -+CN with discrete fibres. Let {Wy,---,Wk} be a finite covering of D by open sets in each of which there exists a C°° strongly convex function. Let Vy,---,Vp be an open covering of </>(/)) in CN such that each connected component of <f>~1(Vv)cz Wfl for some p. We divide CN into closed cubes of side e > 0: if Zj = Xj + ixN+j, consider the cube (1) K"¿ = {fin,-_ x; < z(n} + 1)}, n = (n,,-,n2JV),n, integers. For sufficiently small z, if K">e O</>(£)) 7e 0, then Knec= Vr for some r.
Let U be a neighborhood of D contained in \JWr Let K". be the union of the Kne with fixed n' = (n2,--,n2N), which meet q>(D). Then, by successive applications of the Heftungslemma Lemma 3, we see that there is a neighborhood V". of Kn. such that any relatively compact subset of <j>~l(Vn)C\ U carries a C°° strongly convex function. If K"» is the union of the sets Kn, with fixed n" = («3>-">n2iv)> we see. in the same way that there is a neighborhood V"» of K"., such that any relatively compact subset of <j>~ 1(V".)CiU carries a C00 strongly convex function. Repeating this process, there is a neighborhood V of <j>(D) for which any relatively compact subset of <f> ~1(V)C\ U (in particular!)) carries a C00 strongly pseudoconvex function, which gives Lemma 5.
It is now simple to give the proof of Theorem 2. We may take V= Dul/, Because of Lemma 5, there is a strongly pseudoconvex function q in D.Let P(x) =--L-+ eq(x) for xeD.
Then P(x) is strongly convex and for any r, the set {x e D | P(x) <r} czczD.By Theorem 1, D is Stein. From Theorem 2 and the Runge theorem (1.2) we deduce Theorem 3. Let X be a K-complete complex space. If there exists a continuous pseudoconvex function p on X such that for any a > 0 the set {xeX |p(x) < a} is relatively compact, then X is Stein.
5. Pseudoconvex domains in Stein spaces. In Theorem 1, we had to sup-[May pose that the boundary of the domain D in X was globally defined. For domains spread over C, the method of Oka provides a method to reduce the case of arbitrary pseudoconvex domains to this. Since we shall require his result for our next theorem, we state it as a separate lemma. The proof is contained in
[11]; see also [3] . Lemma 7 . Let X be a complex space of pure dimension n and <f> : X -» C a holomorphic map. Let U be the set of points of X where <¡> is a local isomorphism, and let D c <z X, be an open set contained in U. Suppose that every point of dD has a neighborhood W in X such that WC\D is Stein. Proof. We will first prove the theorem under the additional assumption that X is irreducible; suppose that dimcX = n.
We may suppose D to be relatively compact in X. In fact if A is any Runge domain in X, A c c X, it is enough to prove that D' = A(~\D is Stein. But D' satisfies the same conditions as D.
We assert that for any U' with Dcl/'cci, there are finitely many holomorphic maps /(V):X-+CB, v=l,-,*, and holomorphic functions gv on X such that if we set Ay = (x e X j gv(x) = 0}, the following conditions are fulfilled: (i) each /(v) has discrete fibres in X, (ii) /(v) : U' -Ay^> C is a local isomorphism and (iii) f)k=xAvr>U' = S nil'. Since each analytic set in X is the set of common zeros of finitely many holomorphic functions, it is sufficient to find holomorphic mappings/(v) and analytic sets Ay satisfying (i), (ii), (iii).
To do this, we note first the following: Given finitely many points xx,---,xpeX -S, there is a holomorphic map f:X~*C with discrete fibies in X such that the jacobian determinant jf off at xv is ¥= 0, v = 1, •■•,?. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that the holomorphic maps of X into C" with discrete fibres in X are dense in the space of all holomorphic maps of X into C 1964]
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To complete the construction of fiv),Av, suppose that these are already constructed for v _ / -1 and choose one point xr,r = 1,-,p, from each irreducible component of Ay n ••• r\At-.y which meets U' -S; and construct /(" :X -* C so that it has discrete fibres, while j/<i)(xr) # 0; and define At to be the closure in X of the set of points xeX -S where .//(<>(x) = 0. At is an analytic set by [10, Satz 16] , and since dim(^1n---n>4,.1n(U'-S))=dim(.41n-r\A,n(U' -S))-l, the mappings /(v), v = n + 1, satisfy our requirements. We define [/" = {xe U'\gv(x) * 0}, Dy = DnUy. Now, xhe pair (l/v,/(v)) is an unramified domain over C, and we denote by dv(x) the polycylindrical distance of x from the boundary of Uy (see statement of Lemma 7). Let öv(x), x e Dy, denote the distance of x from the boundary of Dy. Then we have Proof of (5.1). We have only to show that for any x0eAvnD, there is a neighborhood W such that for xe W-Av, we have öy(x) = d"(x). Now choose a connected neighborhood WyCzD which is a ramified covering, by means of/(v), of a polycylinder of radius r about z0 =/(v)(x0) and which contains no other point xt wiih f(y)(xy) = z0. Let Wbe the inverse image in Wy of the polycylinder of radius \r about z0. If x e W -Ay, the "maximal polycylinder about x in t/v" cannot contain x0, so has radius < $r and so is contained in Wy c D. Hence, for x e W -Av, we have d"(x) = o\(x).
Proof of (5.2). For x0 eAy(~\D, let W-W(x0) be a connected, relatively compact open set, containing no other point of x, with /(v)(x,) =/(v)(x0) and such that /(v)| W is a ramified covering of a polycylinder Z of radius r in C about z0 =/(v)(x0). For the sake of simplicity, we drop the indices v in the rest of the proof of (5.2). We denote by Zt the polycylinder of radius %r about z0.
Let W' be the inverse image in Wof the polycylinder Z' about z0 of radius \r, and let S(x), for xe W' -A, be the maximal polycylinder (of radius d(x)) about x in X -A. Then dS(x)r\A¿0, and/(S(x)) is contained in the polycylinder Zx. For xe Wand z =/(x), w = g(x) (= gv(x)) satisfies an equation (1) wD + a1(z)w''-1 + -+ ap(z) = 0, [May where the a¡ are bounded holomorphic functions on Z. Moreover for z',z"eZx, we have an inequality \ai(z')-ai(z")\^Cx\z'-z"\.
Suppose now that xeW'-A and ¿;eS(x),/(x) = z,/(£) = t. Then z£e'¿i, and from the equation (1) If we let £ tend to a point of ¿5S(x) nA, then g(£) tends to zero and we obtain, for xeW'-A,
The proof of (5.2) follows immediately from this. To complete the proof of Theorem 4 in the special case, we have only to show that for any a > 0, the set Dx = {xeD\ p(x)<or} is a Stein space.
Suppose that U is a neighborhood of 2D O S such that F= U n D is Stein. Let s(x) be a pseudoconvex function in V such that for any r > 0, the set {xeV\s(x)<r}a<=V. Let £2cc=(7 be a neighborhood of dDnS. Now D,ndD czdDnS since p(x) -* co if x -> x0 e dD, x0 $ S. Hence s(x) is bounded for xedñnDx, say s(x)^M. Consider the function s' on Dx defined to be (2) We have, in fact the following lemma (see, e.g., Lokasiewicz [7] ). Let B be a connected open set in iim and/ a continuous function on B satisfying f\x) + 2^i¿i¿pa¡(x)f''~\x) = 0 where the a,(x) are bounded continuous functions on B, | a,{x) \ ^ T. Then, there is a constant M = M(r)such that if x, x'eß and y is a curve joining x and x' in B, we have l/(x) -/(x')| ^ M(T) sup,.,,,^,...,,!^) -«^Ol1"'.
s'(x) = M + 1 if x e Dx -fi, s'(x) = max(s(x), AÍ + 1) if x e £" n fi. Then, s' is pseudoconvex in Dx and, for any r > 0, the set {xe Da|s'(x) < r} has a closure in Dx which does not meet dD n S. Hence, the function P(x) = (a -p(x))~ * + s'(x) is pseudoconvex in Da and, for any r > 0, we have {x e Dx | P(x) < r} cz c Da. Hence, by Theorem 3, Dx is Stein, which proves Theorem 4 in the special case when X is irreducible.
To complete the proof of Theorem 4 in the general case, we have only to use the following theoiem. This theorem is a special case of the theorem in [10], but since this is simpler to prove directly, we give a proof.
Proof of Theorem 5. Theorem 5 follows from the following result : (5.3) Suppose that a complex space X is the union of two closed analytic subsets Xy,X2. If XX,X2 are Stein spaces, so is X.
In fact, suppose this proved and let A' be a complex space with the irreducible components { yv}, if Vk = (J"¿n Yv, then Vk is a Stein space. Let/ be a holomorphic function on Vk and £ a discrete subset of Vk+i, E O Vk=0, and let 0 be a holomorphic function on £ (i.e., to every point xe£ is assigned a complex number (j)(x)). Since Vk+1 is Stein and Vk UE an analytic set in Vk + y, there is a holomorphic function g in Vk+1 such that g\ Vk =/, g\ E = <¡>. Theorem 5 follows from this remark.
To prove (3.3) , it is enough to show that for any coherent sheaf & of ideals on X, we have Hl(X,^) = 0. Let G be the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on X and ayczG the subsheaf of germs of functions which vanish on Xy. Let Gy = GI ov and ^ = 3~® Gy, the tensor product being over G. If ey is the image in Gv of the section 1 of G, then any element of (^)x can be represented in the form a ® (ev)x where aeJr Let n : ^~-> Ty © 3~2 be the homomorphism defined by n(a) = a <g> ex ©a ® e2. Then « is injective and if ¿f is the cokernel of r\, we have the exact sequence (*) O-ï^^Q^H jf-tQ.
We assert that Jf has support contained in Y= Xy (~\X2 and that 2tf is a coherent Gv sheaf (v = 1,2). To prove the first statement, if x$Xy, then (Gy)x = 0 so that n is surjective at x, which shows that Jt?x = 0. To prove the second statement, it suffices to prove that av annihilates 2fC for v = 1,2, i. (2) We have not used the full force of our supposition that X is a Stein space, and our proof gives for example the following theorem.
Let X be a complex manifold on which global holomorphic functions give local coordinates at any point and suppose that any analytic subset of X of codimension 1 can be defined by global equations. Then if D is a relatively compact open subset of X which is locally Stein, then D is Stein. 6. Af-complete manifolds: application of a vanishing theorem. Let X be a complex manifold and £ a (holomorphic) line bundle on X. Suppose that £ is given by a covering {[/¡} and transition functions ftj : U¡n U;.->C*. A (hermitian) metric on the fibres of F is given locally by a form n(£, r¡) = h¡(x)^fj¡ where £j,ij( are the fibre coordinates of the vectors ¿;,« over llt,h¡(x) > 0 being C00 in I/,. In U¡ n Up we have hj = \ftj\2hj,. The following lemma is merely Proposition 11 of [2] formulated for the trivial bundle F. Lemma 8 . Suppose that X is a complex manifold on which there exists a strongly pseudoconvex function. If K is the canonical bundle of X, suppose that K'1 is positive complete. Then holomorphic functions on X separate points and give local coordinates at each point of X.
To apply this, we make use of the following Lemma 9. Let X be a complex manifold and ds2 = Y.hpydzpdzy be a hermitian form on X such that the coefficients are "bounded" on any compact set. Suppose that p is a C c strongly pseudoconvex function on X such that the sets {x s X | p(x) ^ a} are compact. Then there is a C°° function (¡>:R-yR such that if n = <f> op, we have
Here, L(u) denotes the Levi form Proof. We may suppose that p > 0. Let cv > 0 be a constant such that cvL(p) > ds2 on the set of x with v = p(x) = v + 1. Let h(i) be a C™ function on 0 = t < oo such that h(t) > cv for v <L t % v + 1, h'(t) > 0. Define <K0 = jo«(j)dT, and put u(x) = <p(p(x)). We have
The next lemma is a part of Theorem 1. However, we will use it for a proof of Theorem 5 below which is independent of the Heftungslemma. Lemma 8'. Let X be a complex manifold and p a Coe strongly convex function on X such that for any a > 0, the sel {x eX | p(X) <ct] czczX. Then, holomorphic functions on X separate points and give local coordinates.
This follows at once from Lemma 8 and Lemma 9.
Theorem 5. A holomorph-convex, K-complete manifold X is a Stein manifold.
Proof. Since X is holomorph-convex, there is a sequence {A,} of open sets in X, and holomorphic functions frJ (j g kr) such that if we put p'r(x) = 2,Ják \frj |2, then Ar={xe Ar+ x\p'r(x)< 1} ; moreover Ar<= <= Ar+ x, (JAP=X.
Let q be a C00 strongly pseudoconvex function on Ar+J (this exists by Lemma 5). Then the function pr(x) = i ¡(I -p'r(x)) + q(x) is a C* strongly pseudoconvex function in A, and, for any or > 0, we have {xe AP| pr(x) < or}c cAP. By Lemma 8', holomorphic functions separate points and give local coordinates on Ar.
Clearly AP is holomorph-convex, so that it is Stein. But now it is seen that Ar is Ar+ x-convex, so that holomorphic functions on Ar can be approximated by those on AP+). It follows that holomorphic functions on A, can be approximated by those on X. Hence holomorphic functions on X separate points and give local coordinates. Hence X is Stein. We give two applications of Theorem 1. The proof that we give for the next theorem is very similar to that of Oka's theorem given in [9], but it is more natural in the context of covering manifolds. Let p -pon and D = n~x(Dx). Since p is strongly convex and Dx = {yeD\ p(y) < or}, we have only to prove that Dx is Stein.
Let ds2 be a Cx complete riemannian metric on D and ds2 = 7t*(ds2) the induced metric on D. Then ds2 is complete in 73 (see [13, p. 208] ). Let y0eDx and p(y) the distance of yeD from y0 with respect to ds2. Let |dz|2 be the Euclidean metric on C". There is a constant M > 0 so that~\ dz\2<ds2<M\dz\2 on Dx+X.
This implies that if y.y' eDx belong to an open connected set which is mapped isomorphically onto a convex set in Dx+X by n, then "v ' dyßdyv )Bäiy) dy,, dp; "' has absolute value -M j¡B¡j \dyfdxß\dvx, because of (1). Hence |£>"vpj| is bounded on Dx. Hence there is a constant K > 0 such that q(y) = PÁy) + K\n(y)\2
is strongly pseudoconvex in Dx and q(y) = p(y) -C. Since ds2 is complete, if ß < a, for any r > 0 we have {yeDß\q(y)<r}czczDx.
Hence u(y) = (<x -p(y))~1 + q(y) is a C°° strongly pseudoconvex function on Proof. Let n:E-*X be the projection and gtJ:Uic\U]-^GL(a,C) transition functions with respect to a covering {U¡} defining £. Let h¡ be a C00 map of U¡ into the space of positive definite hermitian matrices such that, on Ut n Uj, we have hj = 'giMu.
Let C(i) be fibre coordinates on n~l(Ui). Define the C00 function (f>h ön £ bŷ (x,C) = 'C(%(x)C(0 if Mé*-\u¿ Let 0f be the hermitian form associated to the alternate form (l/27ii)3(rtj_1 dh¡). For differentials dx,dx at xeUt, define Fh(dx,dx,0 = T(%W©,(dx,dx)C(0.
It is easy to verify (see e.g. [1, p. 257] ) that if this hermitian form in dx, dx is positive definite for all C ¥= 0, then <ph is strongly pseudoconvex outside the zero section of E. We now consider a strongly pseudoconvex function p on X such that all sets {x e X | p(x) < a} are relatively compact and consider the function <f> = <t>h. with h'i = e" ■ ht in U¡. We have f". = e"{L(p)r%c(i)+r)«í©íc(0}.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Now, since h¡ is positive definite, there is a constant c¡ > 0 corresponding to any U'¡ c c V¡ such that for 'W> = 1, %l%tm%c,. By Lemma 8, we can choose p such that Fh is positive definite for any Ç'° # O.The function (p is then strongly pseudoconvex for ( # 0 and pseudoconvex everywhere in £. Consider now the function P(X,0 = pOTT + (¡> on £. Clearly P is strongly pseudoconvex everywhere on £ and, if r > 0, we have {ee£ | P(e) < r\ <= c £. By Theorem 1, £ is Stein. Remark. We can prove in the same way that any holomorphic vector bundle on any Stein space is Stein.
